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March, 1985, Las Colinas Jail - Donna Gentile predicted her own murder. In June, 1985, Donna
was found dead with gravel stuﬀed in her mouth. Her autopsy was sealed. Her autopsy was
the FIRST AUTOPSY TO BE SEALED in the city of San Diego. Why?
Donna, a trailblazer, carved a path for women in this current climate, the era of #MeToo. She
recorded a tape for CBS News. Her spoken words:, “I feel someone in a uniform with a badge
can still be a serious criminal”. This is the true story of the stolen life of the author’s ﬁrst cousin,
a 22-year old Philadelphia native. A prostitute, police corruption informant, trapped in a
scandal where two policeman were ﬁred as a result of her testimony. No one should have to
be both a criminal and a victim. This sharp-edged story circles both a scandal and a sting.
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